
tunnelEcoloco tunnels are designed to fully incorpo-
rate the Ecoloco trains. The tunnels are lined 
with paneling that house wind generators that 
power the third rail. These tunnels are smaller 
than conventional subway tunnels so they can 
take advantage of  maximum air displacement 
force. The paneling are designed to correspond 
with the subway line color identities. The distinc-
tive patterning of  the paneling will give passen-
gers a very enjoyable ride on the Ecoloco train.

The actual brick tunnels will be painted with a 
heat resistant paint that will funnel the heat of  
the train into a radiant floor system that will 
warm the road above melting ice. This will make 
driving safer and save on the municipalities 
snow removal cost. This sustainable and natural 
heating system will come with the constant use 
of  the trains.

The roads above will be fitted with pressure 
plates that will power the tunnel’s lights. These 
pressure plates will work off  of  friction when a 
car drives over. The power will be stored in a bat-
tery that will power LED lights in the tunnels. 
LED light have a vastly larger life span of  ordi-
nary lights and cost much less to keep them go-
ing.

panelsThe Ecoloco tunnel panels that house the wind 
generators will again echo the line identity 
marks. Red will have horizontal bands that will 
pull influence from a setting sun. Blue will have 
a aqueous, flowing design influenced from wa-
ter. Green will have a soft swaying design and or-
ange will have a crunchy texture to the pattern.

heatHeat that is collected from the train and passen-
gers will be used to heat a radiant floor heading 
system that will melt snow and ice on the road 
above. This will improve public safety and expen-
ditures for snow removal.

shapeThe subway tunnel shape will be redesigned to 
give the Ecoloco system optimized resources. 
The surface area of  the tunnel will be increased 
to allow for more room to install the paneling 
that will collect the wind.

the affordablity of tunnel construction 

and operation allows greater expansion 

of existing subway systems


